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GPAs fluctuate
by department
difficulty level
By Heather Hayes
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Grades are a huge part of the academic experience. In some cases, grades can
determine one’s future whether one
continues at a particular university, or
goes into graduate school.
Many factors go into determining a
student’s grade-point average, including
the difficulty of the class, how the instructor grades students and the attention the
,t Li ems in the class get from the instrucioi.
The cumulative CPA at SJSU was 2.72
in the Fall ’93 semester, according to a biannual survey conducted by Institutional
Research at SJSU.
Some departments have GPAs that are
far above this average or far below the
average.
The art department, for example, has
few classes that are below the 3.0 mark.

According to Al Btu da, a pi ofes.sor in the
art department, the high GPA within the
art department is because the attention
in the classes is more individualized.
"We have to work with the individuals.
We are well immersed with the students.
And the students are more known by the
instructors. They are not a non-entity,"
Barela said.
According to Barela, there are fewer
sections of some courses offered in the
art department and the classes are smaller, which allows the professors to devote
more time to their students.
Junior art major Dave Massung agrees
that the classes in the art department are
different from classes in other majors.
"In one of my advanced drawing classes, I had to get together with the instructor, and he would go over my sketchbook
with me and give me pointers, recomSee GPA page 8

Accounting majors
do students’ taxes
By 1/10111iiS LIZO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

It’s that time of year again when working, tax-paying Americans have to dig
through their financial paperwork and
deal with the aggravation of filing the
yearly federal income tax return.
However, the aggravation of filing
your tax return may not be as hard as
you thought.
Located in room 309 of the
Business Classrooms building, is
the free Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program. Every Saturday until April 9, the VITA pro
gram will offer free tax assistance to students and anyone
else in the community who falls
under the category of having "moderate
income," which is income under $50,000
a year.
Working for the program are students
majoring in accounting who have completed the business 123A Tax Factor
Business Investing course and have completed or are currently enrolled in the
business I23C course. It is required for
students enrolled in the business 123C
course to work six out of the nine Satur-

ABOVE: San Jose Sharks mascot "Sharky" cuddles up
with music senior Jennifer Kambeitz in front of the Student Union Monday. Sharky was on campus in order to
promote the Summer and Co-op Job Fair which will be
held Wednesday in the Event Center.
RIGHT: Sharky jokes with Spartan Pub patrons Monday.

Photos by John Lee

Gay scholarship
honors activist
Major step for SjSU’s gay community
By Alex Betancourt

or bisexual person at SJSU. She
has addressed the university’s
SJSU gay students, faculty and academic senate, president, facstaff members have established a ulty and students on issues of
fund for the first gay scholarship homophobia and the treatment
at SJSU that honois professor, of gay students and workers in
counselor and dynamic gay the university.
’There has never been a proactivist Wiggsy Sivertsen.
The scholarship is sponsored active approach in this system or
by the Gay and Lesbian Faculty on this campus to make a stateand Staff Association and the ment to gay and lesbian students
Gay and Lesbian Student that they are welcomed and that
Alliance. Plans were introduced we consider them to be as much
last summer by S,JSU counselor of an important part of the fabJill Steinberg, co-chairwoman of ric of our diversity as every other
student group," Sivertsen said.
the gay faculty and staff group.
"Personally I have an incredi- "A scholarship like this says to
ble appreciation and admit:040i people that being openly homofor her," Steinberg said. "She has sexual is acceptable and supportbeen an incredible leader. She ed."
Sivertsen became a gay activist
still works actively to promote
after she was fired from a job she
gay rights here on campus.’
Sivertsen has worked at SJSU held for five years because of her
since 1968 and has been active sexual orientation. Since then
in the gay community on and off she has become co-founder of a
the university. Until tecently, gay political action group called
Sivertsen believes she has been
See SCHOLARSHIP. page 3
the only openly vocal gay, lesbian

days that the progi am (Ale’s. Volunteer
CPAs review the students’ work once the
returns are finished.
Allison Huleva, volunteer and senior
in accounting said, "We’re getting practical experience and Ft to integrate with
members of firms in a casual way. We
work with people who need help and
can’t fill out the forms."
According to Pat Janes, instructor and
adviser for the VITA program,
the program keeps track of the
different languages that the students speak because there are
many foreign students who
ome to have their tax returns
done. Janes also said the pro
gram helps many senior citizens
and small families.
Michael Hill, volunteer and manager
of the IRS Taxpayer Service said he has
been volunteering for eight or nine
years. He helps the students with tough
questions and keeps the tax forms, which
are also available, stocked up.
Hill said the program started with
only eight student volunteers and about
20 people coming in to get their returns
Sec TAXES. page 8

Aid for SJSU’s first generation students
By Joan Burke and
Marc" Spears
Spartan Daily Staff Writers

To many, college is only a
dream, and with tut financial
backing the road to a degree
can be hard and unattainable.
For many SJSU athletes
whose parents and siblings do
not have a college degree,
being awarded an athletic
scholarship has made the road
to I ci cal rig their cap iind gown

Hopland Band of Pomo India lot easier.
Women’s basketball gill il ans in Coyote Valley are
depressed because of
Beitiadette
Knight
the environment they
grea tip on Coyote Val
live in.
ley Indian Reservation
Drugs. poverty,
in Redwood Valley,
unemployment and
near Ukiah, CA.
f1,1",.. ISSUE
alcoholism have affectto
According
ed the lives of many
Knight. "there were no
laws, just the one you make for people on the reservation.
votit.c11."
sIi eels that many of the
See STUDENT. page 10
Sophomore football
player Tom Sotelo.
center, likes to go to
his friends’ dorm
rooms between
classes to kill time
He and his teammates, left to right,
Keala Keanaiana,
Sam Kupau and
Miller Reupenny play
a Sega Genesis football game.
Photo by Tim Kao

SJSU cheaters
can’t pass test
in real world
Bv Gerald Woodall
Spartan Ruh Stall iNnim

The type of students who
look at their neighbor’s test during midterms are probably only
cheating themselves.
According to the judicial
affairs department on campus,
students can face severe penalties for dishonesty. Cheating,
plagiarism, forgers alteration or
misuse of campus records are all
subject to penalties.
’Most of the time there is evidence and students do not dispute their guilt. If they are
repeat offenders, they will be
penalized," Ben McKendall, vice
president of student affairs said.
Students caught cheating for
the first time are documented
and instructors can issue informal sanctions silt h .is MI) credit, re-testing, or failing the student. Repeat offenders can
receive stronger penalties such
as expulsion, probation, or suspension from the university.
However, not all cheating
See CHEATING page 8
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Prayer in school not within
constitutional rights

Pornography should
not be on-line
Wether it’s in books, on videotapes or
on computer screens, pornography is
pornography and should not be protected by the First Amendment.
Can you imagine sitting at your computer typing a paper or reading something on-line and
suddenly you see sexually explicit acts involving
children or farm animals?
It could happen. You might not see it accidentally, but pornography has gone to a new level; it
is available on computers.
For the last 50 years government has been
fighting against child pornography, pedophilia
and adult bookstores. It now has computer
pornography to add to its list.
New communications technology is an asset
for many different industries. Unfortunately,
pornography and child porn are industries too.
The porn industry is taking advantage of worldwide communications and providing obscene
material on-line.
Anybody, including children , can use a computer and tap into a bulletin board and view sexually explicit material.
Robert Alan Thomas and his wife Carleen have
been charged with operating one of these
allegedly pornographic bulletin boards. The Milpitas couple have 3,600 subscribers to their Amateur Action Bulletin Board Service. The board
has more than 20,000 sex pictures that are legal,
but some are in question.
Prosecuting alleged computer pornographers
is difficult due to ambiguous laws. The big question is: Should computer pornography be protected by the First Amendment?
The answer is simple, no. Pornography of any
type should not be available for children to see.
If a child tries to go to an X-rated movie, he or
she is denied entrance because the ticket seller
can visually see the moviegoer is under age.
A child is also not allowed to purchase sexually
explicit magazines because the merchant can see
the buyer is not an adult.
However, an operator of a pornographic bulletin board cannot see the viewer of the sex pictures. Pedophiles are able to speak to unsuspecting children on a computer screen.
This cannot be protected by the First Amendment. No one should have the freedom of speech
to corrupt young minds. It is harmful to children
and to society as a whole.

SAN

HEATHER HAVES
Writer’s Forum

THE CIA COULDN’T FIND A TURNCOAT IF IT WAS RIGHT UNDER THEIR NOSE!
MR-1-IAEL RODRIGUEZ SPARTAN DAILY

Rethinking California’s finances
who hasn’t
Aonyone
been living in a cave,
r on Mars, knows
California schools are in trouble. Many sources of problems
have been tentatively identified.
Most of them wrong.
There is no problem with the
schools that can not be fixed
KEviN Moom
with the proper application of
The
Word from Elysium
sufficient amounts of money.
There’s the rub.
The state of California,
because of short-sighted politi’Everyone likes to
cos who can’t see farther down
the road than the next election, bitch about the
has been running up a tab at
the taxpayers’ expense and cut- problems, but no
ting services to the public.
one is willing to get
Because schools are an ongoing process, their funding is off their butts long
too vital to be subject to the fick- enough to do
le winds of politics. Until sufficient funding is provided for, anything about
and made safe from the pick- them.’
pockets in Sacramento, the state
of education in California can
only deteriorate.
Not all states have been pays for Alaska’s schools every
plagued with the kind of jelly- year, with enough left over to
spined politicians who seem to pay for all the state-run prodominate the golden state.
grams and cut a check to all the
Alaskans are a breed apart. residents besides. There was no
Foresight and planning are need for any kind of state tax.
absolutely essential for anyone
In California, the various
who wants to survive eight schools and districts could be
months of arctic winter.
provided for quite nicely, in perThe people of Alaska, finding petuity, by simply applying the
a windfall from the oil compa- same principle to their funding
nies on their hands, set up what as the people of Alaska did for
is known as the Alaska Perma- theirs.
nent Fund, which operates
Imagine a California with
along the lines of a mutual free education through the
fund. The Permanent Fund graduate level, no state taxes of

any kind, modern mass transit,
clean streets and more public
services than anyone could ever
use. This is not a pipe dream.
Neither is this something that
will ever be accomplished if left
to state lawmakers.
Everyone likes to bitch about
the problems, but no one is willing to get off their butts long
enough to do anything about
them. Only if those people who
are directly affected band
together to ram well-planned
propositions through the initiative process will any of this come
to pass
Granted, times are hard, people are barely making it and it’s
all they can do just to survive,
but if things don’t start to
change soon, it’s only going to
get harder and fewer people will
survive at all.
Find that extra bit of time.
Find others who share similar
concerns and problems. Start
working toward a solution while
solutions are still possible. California is whatever its people
make it. If they don’t make it
better, then they’re making it
worse. It’s that simple.
The state of California is a
sinking ship. While the rats are
leaving, the rest of us should be
plugging the leaks and manning
the bilge pumps. Anchors
aweigh.
Kevin Moore is a Daily
staff copy editor and columnist.
His column appears every other
Tuesday.

Financial woes of the payment plan
Hooked through my
Asdaily mail last Wednesday. I received the
dreaded letter from SJSU. It was
payment time for tuition and I
owed $245 for the second part
of my payment plan. I expected
the bill so I didn’t go crazy till I
read something in small print.
PAYMENT DUE March 1.
At this time I started to mentally trip. How am I going to
come up with $245 in five days?
Obviously if I’m on the payment
plan I don’t have big dollars to
throw around. Why didn’t they
send me the bill three weeks
ago so I could prepare for the
payment? I never got a knock at
the door from AT&T saying:
"Here’s your phone bill, give it
to us tomorrow or we’ll cut your
phone off."
While I continued to read
the small print, I noticed another crazy statement by the
Cashier’s Office. It said "Failure
to pay by due date may result in
disenrollment of classes and forfeiture of any previous payments
made for registration. If this
occurs, you must reapply to the
university for future enrollment."
After reading this I said to
myself "DAMN! I thought this
was an academic institution.
They have no remorse. Just kick
me out of school. I feel like I

Card
MARC .1. SPEARS
Writer’s Forum

’After reading
this I said to
myself
"DAMN!"!
thought this was
an academic
institution.’
borrowed some money from a
dude named Frankie the Fish
and I’m late, so he’s going to
break my legs.
The cashier’s office also had
a lot of nerve to do this because
they don’t practice what they
preach. In my short stay here
I’ve never received anything
from them on time. My parking
permit and class schedule came
to my house the day before
school started the first semester,

and neither came at all this
semester. I had to stand in the
line, reminiscent of one of
Great America’s, to retrieve
something I already paid for. So
I guess maybe I should have
sent them a fine for sending my
things late.
Something needs to be done
to stop the confusion. Before
the first bill is even sent, a payment plan with bill due dates
should be sent. This would alleviate many of the problems.
Many students are having a
hard time surviving day by day.
There is usually a lack of money,
and college is a good place for
them to learn budgeting skills.
But when a bill of this magnitude is given out of the blue,
innocent people may lose a
chance to get what they came to
SJSU for. An education.
As of right now, things don’t
look too good. I want to send a
check, but I’m in fear of it
bouncing off campus. I’ve
already called Evergreen Valley
College for an add schedule
and went by Eastridge in hopes
of getting a job with Hot Dog
On A Stick. So if you don’t see
any of my stories next week, you
know what happened.
Mani Spears is a
Daily staff writer

picture a young girl, a transfer student from
another grammar school. She’s nervous
about her first day, unsure if she’ll make any
friends.
She enters her physical education class, and it’s
looking harmless enough. But, as class begins, she is
stunned to see the coach and the other girls in the
class join hands in opening prayer.
For a few days, she tolerates it until her father says
she doesn’t have to participate. The girl decides to
not take part in the prayer.As she stands quietly aside,
a classmate yells, "Why isn’t she praying? Isn’t she
Christian?"
This is something that actually happened in Texas,
where schools are notorious for giving prayers over
the public-address system before classes begin. The
young girl took her case to court and bared the
brunt of taunts from not only her classmates, but
other teachers as well.
This calls to question the foundation on which
our country lies. The first amendment of the constitution essentially says that we should be allowed to
practice any religion we so choose.
The constitution also calls for a separation of
church and state. Our country is very obviously a
Christian country.
Our money proclaims "In God we trust." Who’s
"we"? There are people who don’t believe in God,
and there are people who don’t believe in any higher being. Why should people have to carry around
something that bears the name of someone in whom
they do not believe?
The Pledge of Allegiance declares, "One nation,
under God. Who’s to say we are all under God?
Some people may believe we’re "One nation, under
Buddha."
There are less obvious references to God, more
subtle ones. Sunday, in Christianity, has been proclaimed as a day of rest. Stores close down, towns go
quiet. Jewish people, who have their Sabbath on Saturday (when you will find stores alive with business)
are forced to observe the Sabbath for a religion they
don’t follow.
This country is not the great "melting pot" it proclaims to be, at least religiously speaking.
There are some people out there who want to
allow prayer in public school to continue or even
begin. This is only one more way for people to cram
their religions down other people’s throats.
The freedom of speech issue is null and void here,
because inherent in freedom of speech is the freedom to ignore. Someone once said "Your freedom
ends where my nose begins."
When pornography disturbs us, we don’t have to
rent the videos. When music offends us, we can turn
off the radio.
When prayer makes its way into the public
schools, how can the children ignore it? School
attendance is mandated bylaw. They can’t merely get
up and leave because they don’t believe in the prayer
that’s taking place.
How can this be construed as freedom of speech
when this freedom reaches far past one’s nose and
affects one’s life?
Prayer in public schools (most often Christian in
form) is an obvious disregard for the millions of children in the United States who have non-Christian
religious affiliations. We can’t say that there is freedom of religion until we begin to show real respect,
as a nation, for those of other religions besides Christianity.
Heather Hayes is a Daily staff uniter

Letters to the Editor
Brandenburg’s article
overlooked women
Editor:
In response to Nyle Brandenburg’s column, Feb.
25, I do believe that "staying in school is a good
investment." However, a college degree may not
allow me to get the best-paying job.
The reason is evident, yet not greatly acknowledged: I am a woman. Not only does our society
choose to disregard the worth of women in the workplace, but you do as well. Your article clearly excludes
those 25 to 34-year-old women with college degrees
from your statistical framework.
In my opinion, this kind of ignorant writing, or
possibly plain forgetfulness, is just one example of
the evidence that consistently prohibits women from
reaching sufficient wage-earning levels equal to their
male counterparts.
According to the US Census Bureau 1990 report
that you quoted, the average salary earned by
women 25 to 34 years old with college degrees was
$26,800 (? percent below that of men). Don’t you
think this information is worth mentioning?
After all, there are 15,000 female readers on the
San Jose State University campus you are alienating.
I, as one of your readers, hope not to get overlooked in the future. In addition, as a college graduate, I hope not to get overlooked in the work world,
either!
Laura Lane Becher,
Senior Advertising
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Bay Area Municipal Elections
Committee and is a former
national chairwoman of a
youth task force for Parents
and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (P-FLAG).
Sivertsen is well known as an
eloquent speaker and debater.
She debated on statewide
radio and television in the mid1970s in opposition to an initiative to ban gay and lesbian
teachers from California classrooms. The initiative lost.
Jennifer, who declined to
give her last name, is a
spokesperson for the student

way and lesbian organization at
SJSU. She believes the scholarship will allow gay students, as
an individual group, to be
acknowledged and recognized
in a significant way. According
to her, GALA will discuss the
scholarship and plans for funding it on their March 10 meeting.
According to Steinberg, the
scholarship is not limited to
gay, lesbian or bisexual students. The criteria is based on
financial need, GPA and a
demonstrated concern for the
gay community. Heterosexual
students who have worked to

promote gay rights are eligible.
The scholarship is planned
to continue next year, and
hopefully for more years to
come, Steinberg said. She
added that there has been no
specific decision made for the
exact criteria on who will
receive it. She is currently
working with the gay faculty
and staff group to organize the
first fundraising reception for
the scholarship. She has distributed invitations herself.
’We’re building the foundation for the scholarship," Steinberg said. "We didn’t know if
we could raise the money but
it’s happening very well. We’re
getting excellent response."
The fundraising reception
for the Wiggsy Sivertsen Scholarship Fund will take place on
March 10 in the University
Club Room from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. A $50 donation is
suggested.

An SJSU gay and lesbian
scholarship has been named
after Wiggsy Siyersten, an
SJSU counselor
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Cinematographer takes top prize
for "Searching for Bobby Fisher"

React the
SJSU market ADVERTISE!

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) time achievement award.
Cinematographer
Winners in the television cateConrad
Hall won top honors for his gories were: Roland Ozzie Smith
work on the film "Searching for for "Dr. Quinn, Medicine
Bobby Fisher" in the annual
awards from the American Society of Cinematography.
Actor Gregory Peck presented Hall the prize for outstanding
achievement on a theatrical feature in a ceremony Sunday at
the Beverly Hilton.
Hall also won the society’s life-

Woman"; Kees Van Oostrum for
"Return to Lonesome Dove,"
and Danald M. Morgan for the
television movie "Geronimo."
The society also presented all
"International Achievement"
award to Jack Cardiff and the
"Governor’s Award" to filmmaker Steven Spielberg.

Trial begins
for testicle
mutilation
by woman
LOS ANGELES (AP) Jury
selection began Monday in the
trial of a woman accused of cutting off her husband’s testicles
while he slept,
Aurelia Macias, 35, is charged
with felony mayhem in the Sept.
20, 1992, scissors attack on Jaime
Macias. If convicted, she could
receive eight years in prison,
plus three years on an enhancement of great bodily injury.
Superior Court Judge Robert
P. O’Neill told prospective jurors
the trial could take about a
week. He said Mrs. Macias is
accused of "disabling and disfiguring" her husband.
The couple have reconciled
since the attack, but Deputy District Attorney Larry Longo has
vowed to convict Mrs. Macias,
wmparing the case to that of a
battered wife who refuses to testify against her husband.
Mrs. Macias used scissors to
ut off her husband’s testicles
while he slept in a drunken stupor after a party, Longo said.
The case has been compared
t.) that of Lorena Bobbitt, who
r in off her husband’s penis in
June for his alleged abuse. Mrs.
Bobbin was acquitted by reason
4,1 insanity jaw 21 of mutilating
her husband and ordered to
undergo psychiatric evaluation.
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.1,t;
3.5" DOS Compatible Sup...Rime

3.5" DOS Compatible Superdrive. System
7.1, Multimedia Ready
*Keyboard & Monitor sold separatel

clys,,01:vo,

7.1. Multimedia Ready

’N******ammismairarim.,....

*Keyboard & Monitor sold separate

Macintosh
Quadra 800

Quadra 800

LC475
ION\
fthftwww.J7mr.64-4311.

Apple Rebates! Save Up To WO
When you buy an Apple Printer with
selected Macintosh Computers.
See store tor details.

68040LC/25Mhz processor, 4Mb
RAM, 80 Mb HD,
Color Plus Display. Extended Keyboard, 3.5"
DOS Compatible Superdrive System 7.1,
Multimedia Ready.

Computer pricing is applicable for students, faculty &
staff of San Jose State University only Computer prices
are subject to change vi ithout notice. We are not responsible for tpographical errors. Printed on recyclable
differ from illustration.
paper. Models

3

,421

68040/33mhz processor. 8 Nib R.11,
230 Mb HD, Power PC upgradeable
It,- Apple monitor. I- tended Ke% hoar
System 711

Present this coupon when you purchase a Macintosh Computer
and receive a 10% discount on disks. mouse pads.
Microsoft Word, surge supressors and disk boxes.
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SJSU finishes second in tournament
By Dhyana Wood

Berkeley 3-2 on Saturday. Berkeley is ranked No. 11 nationally.
Only the top 25 teams in the
country are ranked. SJSU, which
has had a team since 1986, has
never been ranked.
The Sunday evening game
against Berkeley went into international overtime. The Spartans
lost the hotly-contested game in
the 10th inning, but if they had
come out victorious, they would
also have had a 5-1 record.
UC Berkeley placed third in the
tournament with a 3-3 record.
Santa Clara University struggled in
the tournament, losing to Northridge 13-0 on Saturday and Berkeley 11-0 on Sunday.
The Spartans got off to a
good start in the Northridge
upset on Saturday. With two outs

Spartan Deity Staff Writer

The Spartan softball team
hosted the 1994 Spartan Fabulous Four Tournament at PAL
Stadium this weekend and came
away having proved its worth at
the national level.
The Spartans came in second
with a 4-2 record in the tournament ahead of nationally ranked
UC Berkeley and Santa Clara University. Cal State Northridge,
which is ranked No. 6 in the
nation, won the tournament with
a 5-1 record.
The biggest upset of the weekend was SJSU’s 1-0 victory over
Northridge on Sunday. Northridge has never lost to SJSU in
the history of women’s softball.
The Spartans also beat UC

in the first inning, Spartan Jackie
Tawney got on base on a fielder’s
choice. Denise Bailey hit a double on an 0-2 count to get the
RBI and score Tawney.
This was the only run Northridge
up in the tournament.
SJSU played a tight defensive game
for the remaining seven innings.
Northridge made a concerted
effort to threaten the Spartans in
the bottom of the seventh. The
Matadors had two outs and runners on first and second. Beth
Calcante, one of the top homerun hitters in the nation, came
to the plate against Spartan
pitcher Gonna
Calcante hit a ground ball to
Spartan short-stop Kelly Clark,
who threw her out at first to win
the game.

Spartans lose to Cal in international overtime, 5-2
By Dhyana Wood

score in the fifth inning when
Jessica Parker led off with a douThe Spartan softball team bat- ble. After a sacrifice bunt
tled UC Berkeley for 10 long brought her to third base, she
innings in the most exciting scored on a wild pitch by Spargame of the 1994 Spartan Fabu- tan pitcher Dena Pins.
lous Four Tournament.
The Spartans looked like they
Berkeley went on to win Sun- were headed for a 1-0 defeat when
day’s game 5-2, but the Spartans they rallied in the bottom of the
showed this nationally ranked seventh. With two outs and Kelly
team how to play.
Clark at second, Spartan Pat MarThe Spartans left eight run- tinez came to the plate. Martinez
ners on base during the first was 2-for-2 in the game after hitseven innings. SJSU had an ting a triple in the third inning
excellent scoring opportunity in and a double in the fifth.
the first inning with runners on
Even though the Bears were
second and third and no outs. intentionally walking Martinez, a
They failed to bring the runners wild pitch by former SJSU pitchhome and remained scoreless.
er Anne Walsh advanced Clark
The Bears were the first to to third. Valeri Quintero singled
Spartan Daily Stair Writer

Milli WHIM

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
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SPARTAN FABULOUS FOUR TOURNAMENT

Penal 48-1 Women’s A-Erile Bourne. Kra Drumm 78h

Sunday’s misers
Prumry Standards:

lanistory Health ReLsted Na.r
MAXIMUM
CONTAMINANT
LEVEL

UNIT

PARAMETER

Establiamd ty the State of California, Departwent of Heelth Servier

MICROBIOLOGICAL
Coliforn Bectena
maples
procise

15.0

MAIN AND SOUTH CAMPUS
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Cl S. EMU 2 (10 Innings)
Cl
000 010 CO3 4-5 6 3
SJSU
0013 000 100 1-2 7 0
Walsh and Bon Pets and McMillen WP- Walsh. LPPas. 213- Senna% (Ca), Parker (Cali Magna (SJSU)
315- Marna (SJSU).

range

average

0-31

3.5

0 -1

0.08

&MEI 4, Sirs Cant 0
SJSIJ
011 02-4 /3 0
Santa Clem
000 00-0 2 1
Phillips and Vandsberg. Mord and Gonzales WPPress LP- Acad. 28.- Teary )SJSU). 0611111 (SC)

SOUTH CAMPUS WELL
RANGE
AVERAGE

FINAL STANDINQE
No 6 Cal Stale Northrop 51.
&MU
4.2
No 11 Cal
3,3
01011 Clara
0-4
*Denotes Immanent chernpicns

No. of scur_e
violaticre
MAXIMUM
CONTAMINANT
UNIT
LEVEL

PARAMETER

MAIN CAMPUS WELL
RANGE
AVERAGE

ORC:ANTr (1.15,4Car
Total Tritalerretharee
nr/1
Eldrin
nay/1
Lindens
nsr/1
Methswehlor
nt2/1
Toxaphene
mg/1
2.4-0
nq/1
2.4.5-TP (Silvan
rrq/1
Atranne
rte2/1
Banteman
wq/1
Benzene
Mg/1
Carbon tetrachloride
m2/1
1. 2- Dilardro- 3-Colon:propane
reg/1
1, 4-Dichlorobenrene
mg/1
1,2-Itichlorcethene
ra2/1
1.1-Dichlcnoethylere
Mg/1
1. 3-121.chlonsactens
wq/1
Ethylbermene
rts2/1
Ethylene Ditromde
crg/1
tnlinate
Mg/1
Nonochlorobenzene
as2/1
Sinerine
no/1
1.1,2.2. -Tetrachloroathene
re2/1
Ternechlorcathylerse
req/1
lluotenearb
irq/1
, 1, 1chloroethwe
2 -Thichlarcethare
mg/1
Trichlimmerlylare
Mg/1
Vinyl chlmide
wq/1
Xylenes
ire2/1
C2A-1.2-Dichlorcethyleme
Mg/1
Treene-1.2-Dichloroad5’lene
re2/1
.1-Camillo/tether
req/1
1. 2 -Dichlorteartnene
frq/1
Trichlorofluorarethane Wrenn 11)
we2/1
1.1, 2-Trieholorm-1, 2, 2-Tri fluontethere (Freon 113)
n0/1
Cartnfurar.
mg/1
Glyphorace
mg/1
sta
Heptachlor
rrq/1
Herta-3.1 or Won ie
reg/1
i2-Fe7ylnery: .errhelate
rrq/1

SJSU 1, Cal Sere Noellerldp 0
SJSU
100 030 0-1 6 1
Cal Stea Northridge
COO 000 0-0 5 0
UN and McMian Varner ard Mennausolo
LP- %angler 2B- Vandertag )SJSU). Berkey ISJS11)

0.1
0.0002
0.004
0.1
0.005
0.1
0.01
0.003
0.018
0.001
0.0005
0.0002
0.005
0.0005
0.006
0.0005
0.680
0.00002
0.02
0.030
0.01
0.001
0.005
0.07
0.200
0.032
0.005
0.0005
1.750
0.006
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.15

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
N
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

Ni
ND
ND
ND
N
N
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

1.2
0.018
0.7
0.0001
0.00001
0.00001
0.004

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
.0017

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

<0.05
<0.005
<0.10
<0.001
00.01
0.38
<0.005
<0.001
3.4

K0.05
<0.005
<0.10
<0.001
<0.01
.39
<0.005
<0.001
11

<0.005
<0.01

<0.005
<0.01

1.12
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

.0365-.0373

CYCIJNO RESULTS
SJSU Circuit Rees, Seim*
Men’, A-Andy Chu 411%. Wornen’s A- Molly Pugh 4th,
Kristin Drumm Oti
&MU Inns Too, Sunday
Men’s A- Simon Eisner 5111 Women’s A- - Molly Pugh.
Kneen Enumm 91
SJSU TON& 78.5 141, Sundry
Men’s A--Andy Chu, Robed Evans, Simon Fisher. James

a2/1
wq/1
erq/1
ne2/1
rrq/1
eq/1
102/1
wq/1
nap 1

0 . 05
0.010
0.05
1.4-2.4.
0.05
0.002
45.
0.01
0.05

aq/1
m2/1

The SJSH Student Health Service seeks individuals with cold sores (herpes
labial,.) to participate in a study of an experimental antiviral cream as a
treatment for new outbreaks.

ZECCNDARY STANDARDS:

15
50
20.000

P1/1
18211

Ian
5
20

gin

Be 18 years of age and in good health;
Have a history of recurrent cold sores;
Be willing to receive treatment and participate in
evaluations;
Medications and medical evaluations will be provided free of charge to study
participants.
For more information please call 924-6110, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

is
3
500
1.0
0.5
0.3
0.05
500
5.0
i,000

20
ND
0.98
15
<0.05
<0.02
<0.1
<0.030
97
<0.05
494

<5
ND
0.01
11
<0 . 05
<0.02
<0.1
<0.030
78
<0.05
474

wq/1
LCV1
ND
NM

ISM Big Wrt Contemner Cherploaships
Mars Scone blowing the 402 Marley Ram
UCSB Una Cal. Santa Barbara 296 0
UNLV Untie NNW& Las Vegas 200 0
LIOP UnA ol Pa& 1320
UCI Una Cal, Wine 1111
NMSU Neve Meseco SIBIO 1150

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT

BC 13, BLDG.
M, T, TFI, F10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
W10:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
924-6033

TAKE CHARGE OF
YOUR FUTURE!

CAROM !LIMNING & PLACIDONT

N OS& 5151111,111(

FREE TO CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER PROGRAMS AND SERVICES ARE PROVIDED WITHOUT
REGARD TO RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, NATIONAL ORIGIN. AGE OR DISABILITY.

MARCH
II

2ND

MARCH

TWO THUMBS UP, WAY UP!
,151,,141 &KJ

9TH

II

114/11 ,1,441 4 IMF T

r
15

MARCH
data
eq/1
eq/1
eq/1
Trail
nq/1

No
No
No
Ito
No
No

St.endozd
StAnderd
Steadied
Sterdard
Staniani
Standard

&VIES
11)

10288

JOB HOTLINE
JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE
JOB FAIRS
CAREER COUNSELING
CAREER WORKSHOPS
CAREER & EMPLOYER INFO

A121211.12.111..-SEISSISTIE06CLIAAILIAZ
K
Ittal Hardness
Sodium
Calchn
Rmassium
Neves ids

MEWS & WONEWS 1994 BIG WEST SWIMMING AND
INVING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Sunray. a Lorg Beach
Wernen’s 200 Frosetyle re* 1 UCSI3 01.34.73, 2 UNLV
01 37 13, 3 NEV 01 3756. 4 UN 013780, 5 UOP
013618.6 UCI 014149
Menu 200 Freestyle Relay: 1UCS13 01-21 71,2 UOP
01 22 02. 3 UNLV 01 22 81. 4 UCI 01 24 86. 5 NMSU
01 29 19,
Women’. 500 Freestyle: 1 Naar Pull& NEV 04 52 98
2 Stacy 91 1.8.96 U068 0454 78, 3 Jenny Welchem UOP
04 5581. 4 Melissa Welker NEV 04 58 99. 5 Jule Dunvarc
014 04 59 15. 6 Sarah Winn UCSB 05 02 57
Men’s 500 Freest/le 1 Manes Cardwell UNLV 0428 60
2 Jaron Kraus UNLV 04 29 48, 3 Chris Seeger NMSU
04 35 86, 4 Elyn Fan UCI 04-36 99. 5 Kan Norio LJOP
04 37 19, 6 Jeft Maass UNLV CM 3689
Women’. 200 Individual Mader 1 Aurae Mara UNLV
020422. 2 Ken Cornelius UCSB 020505. 3 Wanks
Hansen UCSB 350587. 4 Heather Chapels UNLV
1010623,5 Barre Fryer NEV 02.06 86, 6 Ken Store NEV
102880
Men’s 200 Indylerel Mosley 1 Dan Mrs UCSB
01 49 83, 2 Matt vompoo uoLv 01 49 90, 3 Kevin Holt01 5205,4 Bob Noe UCSE1 01 5335,5 Taker
man
Sternain UOP 015352. 6 Man Connelly UCSB 01 53 77
Women’s 50 Freestyle 1 Merin McClain UCSB
0023 61, 2 Amber Dire UN 00-23 73. 3 Chary Damn,
UOP 0024 12, I Kendall Lane UCSB 00 24 13. 5 Kelly
Rarer UNLV 0024 36, 6 Dew& Emery UNLV 512436
Men’. so Freestyle. 1 Ted Pear UCSB 00 20.36, 2 Todd
Hoesmr UOP 3520 44. 3 BM Sweeney UCSB 0020 59. 4
are Turner NMSU 0 20 77. 5 Bred Schumacher UOP
602078 6 Man Simnel UCI 002996
Women’s 3 Masi Meng 1 Ern Evens UCSB 43625, 2
Michelle Carter U11420.85, 3 Mara inner UCSB 394 05
4 Angie McCumsey UNLV 375 10. 5618. Deng UCSB
364 40, 6 Aprl Gettig UCI 340 40
Mr’. 1 Nese OlvInp 1 RIM Lam UCSB 456 50,2 Jae
eon Schulte UNLV 424 70,3 Ted 54001. UCSB 423 80, 4
Pear Shrewd NMSU 4222221 15, 5 Don Drying UCSB
UCSB 36740. 6 Alarm Leman UNLV 36225
Wanen’s 400 Madly Relay: 1 UNLV 03 49 18.2 UCSB
0357 IS, 5 UOP
03 51 813, 3 NEV 03 54 19, t
035021,6 NMSU 046209
Men’s 400 Medley %tar 1 UCSB 03.18.22. 2 UNLV
0320 47, 3 NMSU 03 29 20 4 UCI 031042, 5 UOP
033636

FREE SERVICES!

kkgriaric STANDARDS ESTABLISHED BY THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH SERVICES

Colcr
Odor -Threshold
Maiddity
Chloride
Copper
Forung Agents NEM)
Ian
Manganese
Safe&
Ler
Ittal Dtlesolved Soli&

*I

race-ea 7 8 &UP Maiden 92 Ed Bra& 92. Kari NtNo
76
Team remota-Stanford 282 35. Michigan 281 15 Co
26015 UCLA 2713 15. SJSU 266.75

1901 lap Went Conarenee
Womare Score followIng thea4r0=rem
UCSB Univ Ca, Sena Barbera 2655
UNLV Una Neva& Las Vegas 212 0
NEV Urn Nem& 100 0
UN UM Hewn 142 0
UOP 0190 04 Pr& 104 0
UCI Una CI, Inane 760
NMSU New Marto Sete 665
SALO San Jose Star 55.0

To be considered for this trial, candidiates must:

pleNTNWIMNITY,

,kres Algte ectivity
cnere Bata Activity
Troches
Strontium-90
Radium 226 5 228 Combined
Uremia

MEWS GYINASTICS
SAL), MIchigen, UCLA and Slanbrd all
&MU results onk
Flooc--Narit Rashid 925. C Folleneeder 8 85, I Barrsnedve 905, Ed Brno 8 55. Gana Donahue 92.
Pommel hones--Ndc Rashid 745, Ryan Fresco 765, 1
Barrenedra 855. Karl None 84, Ed 6.1.605 55. Bda
Machin 936
Nrge-E anstansen 8.25. lake Young 9 1 Gana Don
nue 93, Karl Nova 86. Ed Salado 94, I Somme&
975
Vase-Nick Rand 87, Ed Barlo 935, Cron Ruoy 08
0/11,81 Doren& 8 95. Karl Nor 8 9, I Bernechee 60
Parallel Bale-Mck Rashd 7 75. Ryan Franc 7 55, Elam
Patchett 92, Ed Bala& 8 845 Karl Nova 880, I Bar
wanes 9 3
Nigh har-Flyen Fiasco 02. Garret Donahue 91. I tar

INDIVIDUALS WITH COLD SORES (HERPES LABIAL’S)
NEEDED FOR NEW TREATMENT STUDY

,)ORGANIC
Al’..,,, num
Arrive
tar,’,.,
Cadmium
Chr orn rum
rum&
Lead
Ner-ury
Nitrate an et 3

ROVERS 09504551008
SJSU, Michigan Woman Stine al Cal Sae Fullerto
SJSU multi only
Vault-Tare Law 9 625. Cane Bandar 93, Ken Raley
9.250.6105, trytes Al, Anne %Marin 9 1, Cynd New.
caner 8 8
8.1.--Colleen Jones 9 675, Tam Law 9250. Cans Ban
holm 9.175, Kim Raley 8 450, Cynd Newcomer 8 350.
Kerry Mayor 8 175
Bean-Tam Law 0.060. Cam Benham 9 0. x.wq met
We 9 0, Anne Mitealen 8850, Km Raley 86, Cynd Neve
caner 8 3
Floor-Tara Law 9525, Cynd Newcomer 9 150, Kerry
Maybes 9 125,15,,, Relay 8 850, Cam Barham 8 875,
Anne Wheaton 88
AIaround-Law 3740, Benham 36.36. Maybe. 36 40
Pally 35 15. Neecorner 34 60.
Team scoma-Michrgan 194.1. Cal Stele Ft&O.10/1 19205.
Sammenb Sate 186 75. SJSU 181.1.

to bring Clark home and get the
RBI. This tied the game in the
bottom of the seventh.
International overtime began
and three tense innings ensued.
Both teams continually loaded
the bases and remained scoreless. According to international
overtime rules, a runner is put
on second base at the start of
each inning to encourage runs.
Berkeley broke away in the top
of the 10th with four runs, making the score 5-1. SJSU had one
runner tagged out at the plate,
then scored on a fielding error to
bring the score to 5-2 with two
outs. The Spartans were unable to
drive in another run and lost in
the bottom of the 10th.

violetim of Title 22, Impter 15, Section 6426.1 CM (3 on 4)
teeperature dependent
Mlikalle Mr liba
planner pm
rot detected
net monitored

Pon acklitimal later opality data contact Arent& gum at (408) 924-2153.

8.1
349
36
.35
NM
39

8.0
335
32
55
NM
48
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NC, ’THE YY I IX n. CLUB* not (VI H S Ft
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COMING SOON:
:..-,:.-,:::11\1\ STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
CARLITO’S WAY MAR. 23
ADMISSION ONLY $2.50 lill
APR. 13
lunded by Associated Students MALICE

WEDNESDAY NITE CINEMA

7.19 M

SEASON PASSES $15
($e AFTER MARCH 16)
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Activis. ts travelm. g to Mississippi Airline price warfare heats up
to support women’s camp
in face of stiff competition
the
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Saying they can’t rely on the federal government to defend
Camp Sister Spirit, five lesbians
announced plans Monday to
head to the beleaguered feminist women’s camp in rural Mississippi.
e women planned to help
at the 120-acre camp near
Orvett, Miss, in whatever way
they can
by building fences,
installing plumbing and keeping
watch.
"They’re very vulnerable,"
said Lisa Dettrner, who planned
to leave Tuesday to defend the
camp. "They’ve gotten threats
such as ’Do we have to get our
white sheets out and burn them
out?’ It’s the same thing that
happened in the ’60s.
’We’re going down because
we can’t rely on the government,
we need to go in and defend the
women for ourselves," Demmer
said.
Camp Sister Spirit, a feminist
educational and cultural center,
is still under construction after
being founded last July by
Brenda and Wanda Henson.
The couple took Brenda’s

mother’s maiden name 10 years the town two weeks ago, but
ago when they exchanged rings. nothing has changed, according
They consider themselves mar- to the California women.
ried.
They say the camp needs volThe Press-Register of Mobile, unteer reinforcements.
Ala., reported that local
"We’re concerned that the
residents at first embraced the public thinks that since Janet
camp
Reno went in, everything’s fine.
as a boon for women and the But it’s not. The FBI and
local economy.
the U.S. attorney from MississipThen word got out that the pi are literally not doing their
Hensons were lesbians.
job," Dettmer said.
A steady stream of harassment
Feminist and activist groups
began, according to the Hen- including the Women’s Action
sons.
Coalition and the Lesbian
A dog was shot and draped Avengers have held a series of
over the camp’s mailbox.
fund-raisers in the San Francisco
Other shots hit buildings and Bay area and Sacramento, said
nails were strewn along the lawyer Allison Gude, who left for
driveway, the couple said.
Mississippi on Monday.
The camp also has been
As money continues to be
criticized
by
local
law raised, more camp defenders
enforcement officials, including will be sent, she said.
Jones County Deputy Sheriff
Local residents need to learn
Myron Holifield.
that
gay
people
aren’t
"I’m not afraid for the com- dangerous, said Lisa Samuels of
munity as much as I’m afraid for Berkeley, who recently returned
our children (who are) going to from the camp.
be growing up here and havinF
"When I was there they got to
this filth around them,
know us," she said. "They saw us
Houneld told the Press-Register. working on the road and going
U.S. Attorney General Janet to the store for a Coke. They saw
Reno sent federal meditators to that we were just people."

IMPROVE
YOUR
NIGHT LIFE.

The New Face of Feminism

T

NEW YORK (AP) Major
airlines matched an America
West promotion Monday by cutting some cross-country air fares
up to 52 percent.
The discounts apply only to a
dozen America West routes, and
other carriers matched the cuts
only on routes where they compete.
Passengers have until March

1NLV
’anke
JNIV
NEV
ICSB
tIod
4411),
5377
ICSB
ionzo
Kelly
Todd
50 4
UOP

Women’s Week 1994
March 7th - March 10th
at the Student Union

t
53 ,4
JCS8

Specified workshops of
events begin at 9:00 am
and are FREE!
for more information
call 924-6500

JCSEI
UOP
LI NL V
UOP

Many accidents are caused by car
drivers who didn’t see the cyclists.
Wear reflective gear and bright
clothing. And keep your it
evening from being ruined.
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

Discounted Cruises

National Mental Health Association
P.O. Box 17389,
Washington, D.C. 20041

Come Out St Quiz
the Candidates!
You know the issues.
But, do they have
\ Candidate
the answers?
Forum

10 to 50% off

_1.7=119

40

255-3232

44,
01

*MX<

if

A S Electiun Board

Candidate Forum ’94
Noon, Wednesday, Mar. 2

800-875-3235

Student Union Amphitheatre
(rain = inside, 3rd level)

Need Money
For School?

7:30 pm, Thurday, Mar. 3
Dining Commons

135 MILLION DOLLARS
WILL GO UNUSED
IN 1994!!
MONEYAVAIIABLE FOR NEW
STUDENTS, UPPER DIVISION,
POST GRADUATE STUDIES
* SclIoLARSHIPS & GRANTS
TINT 1)0 NOT 11AVE T0
BE REPAID!!
* NOT Al.I.GRANTs BASED
ON CPA OR TEM- ScORFS!!
* RECEIPT OF FUNDS GUARAN’TE.ED AT NO RISK To
APPLICANT!!
SCHOLASTIC FUNDING ACCESS
21397 LEE DRIVE
LOS GATOS, CALIFORNIA 95030
(4014 353-1014

rParisl
$215*

-t--dia funded by Associated Students Air

Catch a Wave
of Experience!
with over 100 employers
Get yourself a
from business, industry,
summer or
government, education,
co-op Job!
health, and human services
who are eager to hire for
part-time and full-time summer,
co-op, internship, volunteer, and regular permanent
positions.
Coordinated by Career
Planning and Placement

Summer and
Co-op Job Fair

$188*
$215*
$215*
$215*
$215*
$365*

7
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Council travel
4L*restyA,euo’PaIoMO,CA 93014

415-325-3888

Are you thinking about applying to
Law, Mad, Business, or Gradeate School?
Are you curious about how you will score
on the LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, or GNU
Now Is the time to (lad Ofdl
You have everythieg to gale sod Retitle, to Iasi
Como take a free test drive at the
LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, or CBE en March nit
Yea will take 21/2 or 3 hoer test, evectered
exactly like the real thing. Alter las exam, ileetan’s
expert teachers will meal test strategies that will Hie
TIM Ste the exam u test day. Tea will also lid a Monad
ssmsadsr analysis of yeas tasting strimiglia aid wraltilesteS.

Duet miss out on this test-trio, risk-trot hos
Cali 1US-KAP-TEST by Starch 1

Learn to see the warning signs.
x=11.0.
Ulm Affeekaw._._

KAPLAN

ma

Help yourself
to a great
dinner deal.
Dig right in and enjoy a delicious variety of America’s
Best-Tasting pizzas, plus pastas, salads, breadsticks and dessert,
all for one incredibly low price. Our new all -you -can -eat Dinner
Buffet is available Monday through Thursday from 5 pm
to 7:30 pm. It’s only $3.99 and only at Pizza Hut.

This is your opportunity to meet

Tomorrow,
Mexico City
Zurich
Brussels
Frankfurt
London
Bantok

GRE
MCAT

1-800-969-NMHA.

(Over 11100)

21580 Stevens Creek lihd.

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social
activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
Illness. Unfortunately, most of
us don’t recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because
mental illness can be treated.
In fact. 2 out of 3 people who
get help, get better.
For a tree booklet about
mental lUness and its warning
signs, write to or call:

Arts and Craft Faire
Workshops
Events

25,2
4050
JCSB

base price.
With
14-day
advance
purchase, Saturday night stay
and mid-week travel, the New
York-San Francisco round-trip
fare is cut to $318 from $659.
The smallest discount, 29
percent, was applied to Milwaukee-Phoenix, $348 from $492.
America West also extended
an existing 30 percent sale.

LSAT
GMAT

913
UOP
WW1
B 60
MSU
UOP

10 to buy tickets, and trips must
be completed by June 15.
The sale is one of the biggest
since the half-price sale of
the summer of 1992, which devasted airline finances.
Unlike that sale, America
West’s cut comes during a
season
when
fares
are
usually discounted to some
extent and come from a higher

. .
’ %.1

March 2, 1994
10:00 A.M. 3:00 P.M.
The Event
Center, Spll

Acc.onynodttbons and .armadance, includong reedit’, emend, and Ignlanguag .nterprolof 001 5. avoilabl Oh
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$399
All-you-cars-eat

Dinner Buffet
41ut
Now available at this location:

San Jose
434 N. Capitol Ave.
(408) 923-7577
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Engineering professor
keeps SJSU above
competition
sI
By Laurel Anderson
Daily Staff Writer

SEMATECH awarded a $182,427 research
contract to assistant professor Albert Hu,
Ph.D., for the mechanical engineering
department.
"He practically single-handedly got the
grant," William Seto, a mechanical engineering rofessor said. "We’re very happy for
him.
SEMATECH is a consortium of the
Department of Defense and major US semiconductor companies that include IBM,
Intel, Motorola, Hewlett-Packard and AT&T.
SEMATECH distributes money to universities and national labs around the US for
research.
Hu is supervising the two-year project as
the principal investigator.
"Professor Albert Hu was chosen as he
had a part in developing the technology as a
student, and because he also worked at
applying it in the semiconductor world with
SEMATECH member companies," said
Amon Hurwitz, senior statistician at SEMATECH.
The grant will enable the department to
work on a chemical-mechanical polishing
process that is important to the next generation of microchips, Hu said.
"With CMP, a semiconductor wafer is

e

"Traditionally San Jose State (was) a teachpolished against a rotating abrasive pad so
that an exact thickness of the wafer’s coating ing college," Hu said. "But with SJSU located
can be removed. This removal exposes the in Silicon Valley, we should take advantage of
tops of "pins" which are then able to make
The National Semicontact with a subseCorp.
conductor
quent deposition of
Fairchild Research Censemiconducting
of
this
significance
’The
ter located in Santa Clara
material," Hurwitz
is providing $25,000
said.
project is SJSU has long worth
of support for the
"Layers of circuitbeen under the shadow
contract in areas such as
ry can be stacked on
equipment and time.
a semiconductor
of Standforcl and UC
The center is providthe "pins" thus play
Berkeley and sometimes ing the grant in terms of
an important role in
use because
linking those layers.
SJSU has been perceived equipment
the cost of buying equipControl of coating
ment is too high, Hu
as inferior in terms of
removal to within
said.
tight tolerances is
of
education.’
quality
The research will be
critical to next-genconducted at SJSU and
eration devices.
Anion Hurwitz the experiments will take
"The significance
SEMATECH
place at the center.
of this project is
Mechanical engineerSJSU has long been
ing graduate student
under the shadow of
Stanford and UC Berkeley and sometimes Steve Wong is working on the SEMATECH
SJSU has been perceived as inferior in terms project. He said there are two sides to the
process. The first is the theoretical side in
of quality of education," he said.
"Through this grant we want to prove our which the program is written. The second
faculty and graduate students are working side is experimentation in which the theory
really hard and the quality of our research is is implemented.
no less," Hu said.

Whitney Houston may join
list of big Grammy winners
Br DAVID Baa...)ER
Eric Clapton, Natalie Cole
and Bonnie Rain have all
cashed in with big Grammy
Award nights. Is Whitney Houston next.
Miss Houston, nominated for
four Grammy Awards, has the
chance to make it an even
dozen trophies in a month at
Tuesday’s recording industry
awards show. The 56th annual
ceremony will be held at New
York City’s Radio City Music
Hall.
She warmed up three weeks
ago by capturing eight honors
at the American Music Awards
for her single "I Will Always
Love You" and the soundtrack
to "The Bodyguard," in which
she starred with Kevin Costner.
Sting received six Grammy
nominations, and Billy Joel and

u
z

3RD

Hu’s research team. Hu said that without the help of his research team,
he would not have received the grant.

Joel, who is nominated for
R.E.M. joined Miss Houston Parton two decades ago.
She’s nominated for album record, album and song of the
with four each.
Sweeps of major Grammy and record of the year, best pop year, said a Grammy is most
Awards have boosted album vocal performance by a female important to the people who
sales for past stars like Clapton, and best rhythm and blues vocal work with him. He’s already
won five.
who took home six trophies last performance by a female.
The televised portion of the
"The Grammys have never
year for his "Unplugged"
album. That may be tougher for ceremony, which begins at 8 really been the cutting edge."
Miss Houston more than 10 p.m. on CBS-TV, will feature he said. "The Grammys have
million people have already performances by Miss Houston, always been the music industry’s
Joel, Neil Young, Aerosmith, way of thumbing their noses at
bought ’The Bodyguard."
’A lot of people are saying to Garth Brooks, Sting, Natalie the rock critic establishment. It’s
me, ’Oh, Whitney, you got it in Cole, Gloria EstaLui, Itzhak Perl- the industry’s way of saying:, ’We
the bag,’" she told TV Guide man and Diable Planets. Garry don’t care what you think.
To that end, critics have
recently. "But I’m like, hey. I’m Shandling will be the host.
The National Academy of found omissions to snipe about
just going to wait and see what
like Janet Jackson’s
happens. I don’t build myself up Recording Arts and Sciences will this year
honor Curtis Mayfield, who was shutout in the major awards.
for the big letdown."
Miss Houston can’t, however, paralyzed four years ago when a The Grammys also eliminated
sweep the three most coveted lighting tower fell on him the category of best rock perforfor record, album before a concert in New York mance by a female in a year
Grammys
when Aimee Mann, PJ Harvey,
and song of the year. "I Will City.
U2’s lead singer, Bono, also Patti Scialfa and other women
Always Love You" wasn’t nominated for song of the year plans a tribute to his recent duet had much-praised albums.
because it was written by Dolly partner, Frank Sinatra.
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Dr Albert Hu, center, was awarded a research grant for the mechanical
engineering department. Steve Wong, left, and He Du are members of
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MUSIC TELEVISION

YOUR OFFICIAL BAY AREA
PARTY HEADQUARTERS!
SPRING BREAK
WEEKEND
MARCH: 17,18,19 1994

INFO (408) 294-5483
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QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE
MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS
)/ AAA approved auto repair.
Vehicle safety inspections.
State brake. lamp & s og
inspections.
6 me. or 6000 ill.
antee.

RICHARDSONS AUTOMOTIVE
247 E. ST. JOHN (CORNER OF 611
(408) 294-3536
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
RICHARDSONS AUTOMOTIVE

(408) 294-3535

E Sr JOHN

$10 OFF
Any automotive
maintenance or repairs.
(Limit I per customer)

exp. 3/31/94
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Hannah’s Cookies
Louisianna Territory
Recycle Bookstore
Richardsons Automotive
Rock N’ Tacos
San Jose Live
Spring Break
Subway
TJ’s Mex
Whatchamacallit
Wings

Free Cookie

’LOUISIANA TERRITORY’.

Just Buy 2 Of Hannah’s Fresh Cookies And Get

"Where Mardi Gras Never Ends"

Of Equal Or Lesser Value

WNCH

1 Free

.4

Hannah% Cookies

95

SPECIAL

k 408) 995-0655
I50 S. First Street San Jose, CA
In The Pavilion Court
.E(PIRES 124-94

SOUP, SALAD & SANDWICH

,,,sos
t:

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Pepper Picker Po Boy
Remouiade Salad
Seafood Gumbo

Blackened Chicken
Po Boy
Caesar Salad
Seafoof Gumbo

EAT ME,. ,

FREE Appetizer
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Box Lunches To Go
*Lunch & Dinner
-Catering Available
294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
North of Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th Streets
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Any
Single Session
Valid Student
ID Required

Tanning
As low As
$29/month
w/puychase of

FREE Month
Membership
A $35 Value
Limited Avail.
*Session Fees A i Is

Spring Break

VIP. Membership
SAN FERNANDO
1
Paseo De San Antonio
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294 -OS 0
I 10 Pasco I)c

Unlimited

FREE Month*
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Quality Food *Affordable Prices Fast

TAC
FREE
w/ purchase of an entree over $3.

5
Come taste our authentic mexican foods.
All of our entrees are under $6.95!

T.J.’s is open till 3am ’Fhurs.-Sat.
10am-lOpm Monday- Wednesday

Located between 2nd &3rd
at 71 E. San Fernando St. f

298-5030
298-5038 FAX
3-15-94

PIPPIN

tprii
- Sun ha in - I 013.ni
!ft flf-Iffilki lot take-out/

0.-

Start Spring Break Early
....Get Tan
50% OFF

993-8230 I

IT

Grin & Stir Fry Specialties
Just Opened
I I-11 ,x k Fi(1111 lix ins)
ui I- Suit.,

BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)
..
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I

131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.’

BOOKSTORE
Or’

Feed 4. Spirits

Knuckleheads Comedy Club At San Jose Lire 150 S. First Street
Must be at least 21. Valid w/reservations only. Expires 3/15/04

Mon. -Thu. 10am-9pm
Fri. & Sat. 10am-1 Opm
Sunday 1 2ptn-8pm
11,11

FUN +

Please don’t eat this ad,
bring it to Knuckleheads Comedy Club I
and receive free admission!
Call 998-11ALHA

*Mandarin & Szcchuan Cuisine

Buy
Sell
Trade

The Comedy Club 4.

!
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1
!FREE

BUY I GET

discount or bulk aders
try our free chlrvery 41 5 men)
475 E. San Carlos St.
call or fax orders 408.288.5676
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GPA: Average student’s GPA at SJSU is 2.72 Taxes
From page
mend artists to look at. It was a
lot more one-on-one, whereas a
lot of the other academic classes
are a little more impersonal," he
said.
In the engineering department, many of the classes have
GPAs that are well below the university average, for the most part,
falling around 2.20.
Two of the classes with especially low GPAs are civil
engineering 99 and 112.
According to I-Kwang Chang,
a civil engineering instructor,

the low GPAs are due to tougher
grading on the part of the
professors and tougher courses
overall.
Chang said that civil engineering 112 is a fundamental course.
If a student can’t do well in a
basic course, chances are great
that the student won’t do well in
other engineering courses.
"All engineering students
have to take 112 and 99. There is
a higher failure rate in these
courses than in other courses.
These courses may also help
engineering students to decide

if they really want to be engineering students," he said.
According to Chang, some
grades may go up when the
engineering students get more
deeply involved in their majors
and become more motivated.
Senior aerospace engineering
major Travis Becker feels that
grades in the engineering
department depend in large part
on the toughness of the classes
and how impersonal or personal
the instructors are.
"It really depends on the
teacher. You find there are

Cheating
From page 1
students are this country’s future and
society is decaying if cheating is ignored.
students are caught.
"They can t cheat forever. It might
’There is much cheating that goes
unreported and not caught. Students work for now, but in the long run they’re
copy homework, use cheat sheets and just being stupid and hurting themselves.
network with other students to get test There is always going to be cheating, no
forms from previous semesters," said matter how strict administration is,"
Eloise Hamann, chairperson for mathe- senior business major Joel Busch said.
Tutko usually brings cheating students
matics and computer science. "One of
the teachers in this department had a into his office and discusses their motive
student break into her office and change for cheating. He finds that cheating can
be a result of stress and wanting to do
the score on a final."
Penny Terry, SJSU chiefjudicial affairs well, but some students just find satisfacofficer, is unaware of how much cheating tion in beating the system. He also feels
has been reported this academic year that given the opportunity, a large perand was unable to give statistics on the centage of students would probably
subject.
cheat.
’They have the philosophy of ’Boy, I
It is difficult to catch students cheating
because of large class sizes and the many screwed them! I really got away with
one!’ What they don’t realize is that
options available to cheaters.
1 have to control 250 students and it’s knowledge is power. Some people think
hard to do," psychology professor that learning is boring and drab and
Thomas Tutko said. "I’ve had kids look- instructors are paid to torture them.
ing at notes in their shoes, looking at Instead of learning the material themopen books on the floor and even selves, they go buy the answers from a
exchanging papers. I had one student classmate," Tutko said.
who actually had a false watch with
When confronted with evidence that
answers inside it."
they have cheated, McKendall said that
Ultimately, students must decide if most students admit to it.
cheating is ethical or not. Tutko feels that
Busch had this perspective on
most students are already too old and cheaters: "I know that when I graduate, a
have established their morals by the time cheater is not going to out-perform me
they enter college. He warns that college in the real world. I’ll have the advantage

engineering classes where the
teacher is very personal and you
can get to know them. Or there’s
engineering classes where the
teacher is very mean and you
can’t approach them at all, he
said.
Becker feels the attention in
the engineering department
versus attention in other
departments might be lacking a
bit.
"I guess overall, GE teachers
tend to be a little more open.
You can ask them more questions," he said.

From page I
filled out. Now there are over 50
students working with the
gramproand anywhere from 800 to
O people who come to have
their returns filled out, Hill said.
Although the volunteer work is
required for students enrolled
in the individual taxation class,
Hill said, ’The experience is
worth more than the class."
The volunteer CPAs are from
big firms like Price Waterhouse,

Ernst & Young, Deluitte &
Touche, Pete Marwick, Arthur
Anderson, and Shilling & Kenyon. Some of the volunteer CPAs
are graduates from San Jose
State University. According to
Hill, those volunteers feel like
they’re giving something back
and they get to deal with real
people and not corporations.
Hill said, ’They keep coming
back. Everybody wins from this
Program."

Making a splash

One Menendez lawyer
wants to drop case
LOS ANGELES (AP) A lawyer torn
separate juries were unable to reach
between family obligations and the sec- agreement on whether the defendants
ond Menendez murder trial asked Mon- killed their parents out of hatred or in
day to bow out of representing Lyle self-defense.
Menendez in his retrial with brother
That trial was held in the suburban
Erik.
Van Nuys courthouse which was heavily
"It’s been very difficult," attorney Jill damaged in the Jan. 17 earthquake. ProsLansing said outside court. "I had to ecutors have asked to move the second
choose between a client I care a Freat trial to downtown Los Angeles, but Weisdeal about and a family that I love.’
berg postponed ruling on that motion.
She said her daughter, who was two
During the first trial, the brothers teswhen she joined the case, is now six and tified that they endured a lifetime of sex"I don’t want to lose another year or two ual and psychological abuse by their paryears of what I consider irreplaceable ents and killed only after they became
time with her...There’s a certain irony convinced their parents planned to murabout conducting a case about parent- der them.
child relationships and not conducting
The appointment of new lawyers for
Lyle Menendez could raise problems.
your own."
Lyle Menendez’ second lawyer, Two deputy public defenders who were
Michael Burt, also filed a motion under in court Monday and said they had
seal to be relieved as co-counsel. Burt, a agreed to handle the case must read
San Francisco public defender, repre- some 30,000 pages of trial transcript and
sents two accused serial killers, Richard other materials if they are appointed.
Ramirez and Charles Ng, and indicated
Deputy Public Defenders Bill Weiss
he could not spend more time on the and Terri Towery said they could not be
Menendez case. He did not attend Mon- ready for trial by May. If Abramson wants
day’s court hearing.
to move ahead swiftly, she could move to
Erik Menendez lawyer, Leslie Abram- have Erik tried separately.
son, said she has asked for appointment
Deputy District Attorney David Conn,
to represent her client for a second time heading the new prosecution team, told
reporters he might move to have one
at county expense.
She told Superior Court Judge Stanley jury try both brothers. The first time
Weisberg she could be ready for trial by around, two juries were empaneled in
late May.
one joint trial. They deliberated sepaBut Weisberg said another judge, rately, but neither panel could reach a
supervising Superior Court Judge Ceil conclusion.
Mills, will determine appointment of
Abramson told reporters: "If these
defense lawyers at a hearing March 9. He defendants are competently represented
ordered lawyers back to his courtroom and have adequate funds to put on a
March 16 to discuss the trial’s location defense they cannot be convicted of first
degree murder."
and scheduling.
In the first trial, Lansing and AbramShe said the Menendez family fortune
son were privately retained and paid by is gone and the brothers, now indigent,
the Menendez family estate; their fees must rely on the county for funding of
have not been made public. In addition, their defense.
each defendant was given a courtConn, asked whether the second trial
appointed lawyer at public expense is a waste of taxpayer funds, replied: "I
because of the potential for the death don’t think the prosecution of two people who admit they killed their parents
penalty.
Erik, 23, and Lyle, 26, are charged can possibly be a waste of money.
with murder in the slayings of their entersaid he was confident of convinctainment executive fattier, Jose, and ing jurors to send the brothers to their
mother, Kitty, in the family’s Beverly Hills deaths for the 1989 slayings, declaring, "I
mansion on Aug. 20, 1989.
think the horror of this crime causes
The brothers’ first trial ended in a many people in the community to feel
double deadlock last month when two the death penalty is appropriate."

KEN STATHAMSPARTAN DAILY

Attorney David Prince, who is an SJSU business school alumnus, practices at the Aquatic Center Monday for an
upcoming U.S. Open diving tournament. The tournament will begin in June and run through September.

Body found believed to be that of slaying victim
ANTIOCH, Calif. (AP) John and
Matt Gunn’s mission to find the body
of their slain brother appears to have
ended on a small, marshy island in the
Sacramento River Delta.
Police say they believe a body they
removed Monday from a shallow grave
on Donlan Island is that of Daniel
Gunn.
Volunteer searchers led by Gunn’s
two brothers found the body Sunday
after official efforts had failed.
"We’re almost 100 percent positive," said San Leandro police Sgt.
Lydel Walters after returning from the
island.
Walters, who turned the body over
to the Alameda County coroner’s
office for an autopsy and final identification, said tattoos on the body
matched descriptions of Daniel Gunn.
Gunn, 32, had been missing since
he disappeared from his ex-wife’s San
Leandro home Jan. 19 under grisly circumstances. Authorities have charged

Daniel Nardello, who is married to
Gunn’s ex-wife, with murder.
Nardello, who has pleaded innocent and was released last week on
$300,000 bail, is due in court March
17.
Police believe Nardello, who was
estranged from his wife, killed Daniel
Gunn in a jealous rage. Cherie Nardello was seeking an annulment of her
months-old marriage, police said.
Daniel Gunn and Cherie Nardello
were talking about reconciling, Gunn’s
relatives say.
On Jan. 19, Cherie Nardello
returned home expecting to find
Gunn. She found blood in the kitchen
and driveway instead.
Police began searching for Daniel
Nardello after neighbors said they saw
him drive off with a body-sized bundle
in his pickup truck.
They arrested him that evening
by the Antioch boat ramp and
found bloodstains in his pickup

truck and the fishing boat he was towing.
Police searches of several Delta
islands, including one where Nardello
had a hunting blind, turned up nothing. Police said they might never find
Gunn’s body.
"Have you ever been out to the
Delta? Well, it’s like the Florida
swamps. it’s a massive place," Li Jim
O’Meara said.
But John and Matt Gunn persevered.
Spurred by their grieving parents,
who live in Hempstead, N.Y., the
two brothers organized their own
search shortly after Daniel Gunn disappeared.
The volunteers found some bloodstained clothes and a shovel on
West Island a week after the disappearance. They turned their attention
to Donlan Island this weekend and
found the body a half-hour after getting there.
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Job Fair
spring ’94
I t’s

Best Summer Job In Town!
Sun...Fun...$$$
Qualified Lifeguards and
Swim Instructors needed.
8

been said that most people’s jobs are too small for their

spirits. I want a company where every single job grows to the
size of its owner’s spirit."

John F. Welch, Jr.
Chairman and CEO
General Electric Company

week swim program
June 27-August to

City of San Jose Aquatics
448-7946

GE will be at San Jose State’s
Summer and Co-op Job Fair
Wednesday, March Z 1994
lei
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

5 Reasons why your job search needs
the

Life Prep Career Guide

i

Event Center

....designed specifically for new graduates
You’re

already overworked

Your

college counselor doesn’t know your field

Other

books are for experienced professionals
important decision of your life

This is the most

You need a plan - a real step-by-step process from someone who’s been there
THIS IS IT. FOR ONLY

Discuss your employment and career goals with these recent SJSU
College of Engineering grads and other reps who are working at GE:
RacheHe Daniel, BSME, 1993
raKhanh Ly, BSME, 1992
\ SJSU \
Chris Welsh, BSME, 1992
\
\
\
Dave Jensen, BSME, 1991
Ed Ng, BSME, 1991

$12.95.

A workbook of specific steps you can take to make sure you get the
best job opportunities out there. Each step walks you through all the
Dos & Don’ts and gives you example letters, phone scripts,
conversational techniques and much more. With this book, you’ll
make the most of your precious time and your valuable education.

for $12.95, tax included.
Please send the Ufe Prep Career Guide to me at:
name

These GE technical entry programs will be represented:
Edison Engineering Program
Field Engineering Program

I have enclosed my check

Fast Creative Competitive
An Equal Opportunity Employer

address

MAIL TO:

Life Prep, 1378 DeHaro Si.. San Francisco CA 94107
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Come see us at the Intern and Co-op Job Fair at the
SJSU Event Center, March 2nd, 10aun - 3-pm.

LILO

HARRIS

Banner Blue Can Make Your Future flapper, Now!!
Come meet our Technical Support and Customer Service Managers at the SISU Summer & Co-op lob Fair on March 2nd. We have positions available immediately in
Technical Support and Customer Service (Both full-time and part-time).

The Positions
Technical Support
You will provide phone support for IBM PC software programs for 50% of your day.
For the other 50% of your day, you will test new software, and work on new product
development teams. There is opportunity for growth in. among other areas, QA. MIS.
Software Engineering, and Marketing. Top notch communications & problem solving
skills are a must Strong familiarity with DOS & Windows commands, common software applications, and a BS/BA degree required. QA. MIS, LAN administration experience is a plus.

Customer Service
You will process orders over the phone, answer common pre -sales questions, troubleshoot problem orders, and perform general office duties. Top notch communication, problem solving, and interpersonal skills are a must Familiarity with DOS &
Windows commands is a plus.

Banner Blue at a Glance
Banner Blue Software develops and markets unique software products for IBM and
Macintosh personal computers. We aim to be the leader in every market category we
enter. The company was founded in 1984 by Kenneth L. Hess. Today Banner Blue has a
diversified product line and an installed base of over 750.000 users. Most recently.
Microsoft Corporation teamed up with Banner Blue to develop a new product Microsoft Organization Chart. Based on Org Plus, Banner Blue’s #1 selling organization chart program. Microsoft Organization Chart will be included as a standard feature of Power Point 4.0 and Microsoft Office.
(Dependent on position, experience, and degree)
An aggressive cash profit-sharing plan that is one of the
best in the industry.
Excellent medical and dental benefits.
A unique home computer purchase allowance.
Pension plan and competitive salaries.

Benefits and Rewards

Details
Bring your resume to the job fair. We will be interviewing potential candidates.

Opportunities are also available in Accounting, MIS, & Sales
Banner Blue also has internship positions available in Marketing & Engineering
Send resume and cover letter
Banner Blue Software
Attn: Recruiting Coordinator
39500 Stevenson Pl. 4204
Fremont, CA 94539
Fax: (510) 794-9152
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Sotelo talks with friend, Molly Ford, during their English 1B class.

Students: Athletics pave

road to college degrees
According to Knight, most of the
residents do not have high school
degrees.
After having a successful basketball
career in high school, Knight’s father,
Ronald Knight, sent her to the College of Siskiyous, a community college
in Weed.
According to Knight, her father felt
that getting her away from the reservation would give her the best opportunity to get an education.
"College was not very important to
me, but it was to my dad. When most
people around you don’t go to college, you don’t think it’s important,"
Knight said. "If it wasn’t for my father,
I’d be home doing nothing."
Knight’s father, Ronald Knight, felt
that staying at the reservation would
do nothing for her.
Now that his daughter is succeeding, he is proud of her and is happy
with his decision to send her away.
"I think it was important for
Bernadette to leave. The reservation
has a substance abuse, drop-out and
lack of education problem. She needed to get out and see what’s happening in the mainstream," he said. 1
enjoy seeing her games and seeing
her participate. But the fact that she
gets the degree is the highlight, and
she’s followed up on it pretty well."
At Siskiyous, Knight finished her
two-year stint, during which she
received her associate of arts degree.
Her success as an athlete helped
her become a member of the Northern California Community College
All-Star team and earn All-State honors.
This success landed her a full basketball scholarship at SJSU, where she
is majoring in psychology

Gateway to college
One of Knight’s SJSU teammates,
Shemekia Brown, lived in Cerritos
where most of the people she was
associated with did not have more
than a high school diploma.
Her father was disabled and unable
to work, so her mother had to support the family. The family had no
extra money to send Brown to college.
"I would probably have gone to
junior college, then tried to save my
money to go to a state school or university," said Brown, who is a junior
majoring in criminal justice.
Brown said she is using basketball
to get an education. If it were not for
the scholarship she would not be playing basketball.
"Athletics opens more doors for us
(blacks). If it was up to my family’s
financial standing, I would have to go
to junior college. But athletics gave
me more options and academic
opportunities," said senior men’s basketball player Terry Cannon, who
grew up in South Central Los Angeles.
Even though many student athletes
did not come from an area with many
highly educated people, there are

some, like Knight, who had support
and encouragement in completing
their degree.
Sophomore football defensive tackle, Tom Sotelo, has his mother as his
main supporter.
"I think my family expects me to
mess up. The only one that has high
expectations is my mother. Everybody
else doesn’t care, Sotelo said.
Because many people around Sotelo have been involved in drugs and
have gone to jail, Sotelo’s family members have been somewhat skeptical
about Sotelo’s success in school.
Sotelo’s mother is a strong influence on the San Jose native.
"I chose SJSU because I wanted to
Sotelo, has always been his biggest fan. Although he no longer lives with her. Sotelo chose to stay in San Jose to
stay near my mom. I’m what she lives Sotelo’s mother, Lois
attend college so that he could remain close to her. Lois jokes about the frequency of his visits. "He comes when his refrigerator is empty."
for," Sotelo said.
"Little kids will say, we saw you on
Sociology major, Sotelo, has big
Student athletes are given a chance
TV,’ and in my family I’m everybody’s
favorite. I did well in school and never to be one of the first in their immedi- plans for the future and has similar
went to jail so I’m like my family’s ate families to get a degree and to career interests to Mitchel.
1 want to be a probation officer.
have a chance to serve as role models
claim to fame," he said.
have a family and help whoever I
At a young age, Cannon learned in their communities.
While finishing their education, can," Sotelo said.
lessons about society from his grand"Now everybody back home is
relatives or members of their commufather.
By learning from his grandfather’s nities may be influenced enough to putting pressure on me because I am
their hope. I go back and talk to their
experiences, the communications get an education because of them.
Senior men’s basketball guard, kids about staying in school," Knight
major learned the importance of a
Lossie Mitchel, a Richmond, Calif. said. "If I can get out, they feel that
good education.
native, is the oldest their kids can get out too. When I feel
"My grandfalike I don’t want to be here (at SJSU)
ther was illiterof five children
ate. He stressed
"For my brothers anymore, I realize that I have so many
and sisters, I’m a role people counting on me."
the values of an
Many of the younger kids of the
education and
model. My mom asks
how it will help
me to come home reservation now see hope for
and talk with people themselves because of Knight.
in the job mar"Due to her athletic ability, many of
about
going
to
ket. He is my
biggest supportschool and staying the younger kids look up to her in
some manner. Bernadette was in her
on the right path,
er and role
model," Cannon
he said. "Whenever I own mold. She’s a determined kid
said. "He spoke about how doors were can, I go back and talk with people. and always has been. The kids around
closed to him due to his lack of edu- Even if it’s just to give guidance to kids there see that in her. They see that it’s
possible to rise out of this environcation. He told about frustration from my area on how to make it."
which gave me more incentive."
Mitchel is currently a probation ment. They say ’If she can do it, so
can I,’" said the elder Knight.
SJSU athletes on scholarship have intern for Santa Clara County.
Knight is studying psychology.
acquired funding for various reasons.
"Hopefully, I will get into the
Some work hard for scholarships to juvenile division after I graduate. focusing on drug and alcohol abuse
She wants to go back home and Sotelo listens intently to his instructor during an Engrelieve the financial burden of col- Later, I plan to go to law school."
lege.
"I’m a role model to my cousins counsel people on the reservation for lish 1B lecture.
Others are pressured by family because they didn’t complete college. a few years after graduation.
members who expect them to get an They always encourage me and I get a
To them, I’m a hero," Knight said.
education.
lot of support," Brown said. "Getting
But for athletes like offensive tack- my degree is something I plan to do.
le Albert Ocon, earning a scholarship I’m doing it for them and for myself."
gives a sense of accomplishment.
Brown eventually plans to go to law
"I wanted to do something where I school at Howard University and
could have my education paid for become a district attorney.
through my accomplishment in
Ocon is also seen as a role model
sports, Ocon said.
in his home town and has plans for
The SJSU football player was born the future.
in Nicaragua but grew up in Los
He hopes that he will, one day,
Angeles and later moved to Glendale. open a restaurant or bar and later go
"We moved out of LA because of to law school.
the gang-banging, drugs and stuff. We
"Some of my high school coaches
moved to Glendale where there was put me up as a role model to
very few associations with that," Ocon high-school kids," Ocon said.
said.
Being first-generation college stuEven though most of the people dents also has its pressures.
surrounding Ocon while he was growBecause they are the first in their
ing up only had a high school educa- family to go to school, many people
tion, college was very important to have faith in them to succeed and
him.
failing would make them a disgrace.
"It was one of the main points that
"Sometimes I feel pressure. Whenmy parents stressed with me and I ever I mess up in class, I feel ni
think it’s necessary to move on in life," family will become upset," Mitchel
Ocon said.
said.

did well in school
and never went to
jail so I’m like my
family’s claim to
fame’
Tom Smelt)
Sophrnore, Sociology

Photos ty Tim Kao

Sotelo studies game films from last season during his spare time in the football office.

Sotelo jumps rope during spring football practice. He says the physical stress of practice and
working out has taken some of the fun out of the sport.
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U.S. downs four
Serb warplanes

Algerian police officers hijack jet,
then surrender in southern Spain

EJBELGRADE, yugoslavia
(AP) - Bosnian Serbs
put NATO’s long-questioned resolve to the test on
Monday and received a swift,
sesere answer: missiles from U.S.
F-16 fighter jets downed four
Serb warplanes.
It was the first time that
NATO had struck militarily in its
44-year history, and came after
repeated threats by the alliance
to intervene to back U.N. resolutions aimed at ending the 23.
month war.
NATO said the planes
ignored several warnings to
leave a U.N.-imposed no-fly
zone over Bosnia or face attack,
then were observed bombing a
Muslim-controlled area. U.N.
officials said the Serbs were
bombing an arms plant.
Bosnian Serbs first denied
involvement. But one Serb army
official, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, confirmed that
four of their planes were shot
down. Bosnian Serb leader
Radovan Karadzic said Serb
pilots might have been making
’training flights."
No one was seen bailing out
from the downed jets, Which
each seat two. Two of the U.S. F16 pilots involved in the attack
said they did not think the Serb
crewmen survived because each
plane hit became "a fireball."
They spoke with reporters at the
U.S. base in Aviano, Italy.
NATO and the United
Nations say they are neutral in
the Bosnian conflict and will act
against any side violating U.N.
agreements. Most recently, the
alliance forced Serbs to pull
their artillery away from Sarajevo.

El MADRID, Spain (AP) Three hijackers brought
the unrest of Algeria to
Europe today, forcing an Air
Algerie domestic flight with 130
people aboard to fly to southern
Spam.
Five hours after the Boeing
727 jetliner landed unannounced in the port city of Alicante, the hijackers surrendered.
Police spokesman Maiano
Soriano said the three hijackers
were in custody but he declined
to give any details about them or
say whether they were armed. He
had said earlier that the hijackers
asked for "political assistance,"
but he did not know if that
meant they wanted political asylum.
Flight 6165 was flying between
the cities of Oran, in western
Algeria, and Annaba, near the
Tunisian border, when three passengers hijacked it across the
Mediterranean to Alicante,
police and airline officials said.

Israel agrees to international observers in temtories
ElJERUSALEM (AP) - diplomats said, speaking on Hebron, killing 39 men and
Israel agreed Monday condition of anonymity. Disto disarm settlers in parts of arming settlers and an expandsrael began cracking down
the occupied lands as part of a ed police force were both PLO on Jewish extremists Sunday
concession package aimed at demands.
and announced plans to
coaxing the PLO back to the
However, Rabin rejected release up to 1,000 Palestinian
peace talks following the PLO demands to dismantle prisoners in the wake of the
mosque massacre, diplomats Jewish settlements in the occu- attack, which badly hurt the
said.
pied territories.
already faltering Middle East
Just hours after Prime MinSpokesmen for Rabin and peace process.
ister Yitzhak Rabin said he the Israeli Foreign Ministry in
But PLO chairman Yasser
would allow international Jerusalem said Monday night Arafat said those measures
observers in parts of the West they had no information on were not enough. He demandBank and Gaza Strip, diplo- any package from Israel.
ed all Jewish settlements be
mats in Tunis, Tunisia, said
Two Palestinians were killed removed from the occupied
Rabin also had agreed to other Monday in clashes with sol- territories.
concessions.
diers in the occupied territoMideast peace talks in WashThose included disarming ries, bringing the Arab death ington were suspended Sunsome Jewish settlers and an toll to 64 since a Jewish gun- day after Syria, Lebanon and
expansion of the proposed man opened fire Friday at wor- Jordan walked out in support
Palestinian police force, the shipers in a mosque in of the PLO.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STIMENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.
DOYOU LOVE 11881311T000LEF67
Non-proftt Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in dcsWX(WrI
San Jose. Tue. 10arn 3pm., Wed.
9ern - Noon., Thur. 5:30pm - 8pm.
Call Child Watch at 288-6200.
100% PURE ADREPIAUNEIIIIII
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seek
er. try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freef all
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operat
ed by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)6347575.

ALEIGROPIE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for NonGood Ckivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students’
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Oren on Sat/Sun with app*. onlyl

HELP WANTED
YARD WORKER, mowirg pnring,
weeding. Must have experience.
Flexible hours $6/hr. 255727.
PUBUC REL/ACN. Will train you.
Earn $600-$800 working 15-20
hr/wk. Eve/wknd only. Call Larry
2964206 or 5104635677.

MANAGERS (SEASONAL).
Looking for two highly motivated,
aggressive, reliable people to
manage "Airbrush T-shirt’ and
"Ride Photo’ concessions at local
amusement park. P/T weekends
in spring& fall, F/T during summer.
Minimum of 2 yrs supervisory or
management experience in a
retail environment required. If you
have excellent communication
and organizational skills, call
1-800-822-5565 Ref: PGAMM,
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC:
Aquatic Center. Must be able to
perform predictive, preventive &
corrective maintenance of equipment & facilities. Ability to read
plans arid/or troubleshoot complex
electrical, mechanical control
systems. Knowledge of Cal/Osha
regulations & water treatment.
Performs other duties as needed.
Min. of 2 yrs in pool maintenance
and/or water treatment. 35 years
of general building maintenance.
25-35 hours per week, $11.50.
$13.00 /hour. For job description
& application, call 408924-6345,
Caryn Morley. SJSU is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
COMPUTER TECHS TANDEM
1. Hardware techs experienced
w/unix, workstations & networks.
2. Software techs experienced
w/compiler languages, unix &
SQL data bases. and X-terminal
systems. Part-time school year,
full-time other. Top pay. Contact
Dick Plan, 924-3928. Leave
message and send resume
to room Eng. 491 box.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Currently hiring for various full &
part-time teaching positions for
preschools & school-age programs
(extended day care). ECE units
required for both preschool &
school-age programs or elementary
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. Experience preferred. Substitute positions available, flexible schedule
does not interfere with your school
or study time! Advancement opportunities available with our 20
schools located throughout the bay
area. Medical/Dental benefits
available for full-time employees.
Please call 408/257-7326 to
discuss your interest &

CLERK/CUSTOMER SERVICE @
LOS GATOS SAM REAL ORATE snail mattress/used fumittre store,
exchange company Is expanding near SJS. Informal atmosphere,
and Is In need of additional jeans OK PT/FT. Bud: 2945478.
personnel. Senior business
EARN GREAT MONEY!
and/or MBA students desired for
Environmental company
entry level position. Computer
In the Bay Area
expending
or
experience
estate
skills & real
knowledge helpful. Full or part seeks motivated individuals with
skills. PT/FT.
people
good
Training
time positions available.
Training provided.
provided. If Interested *Ilse cat
4013262-1442.
(408) 356-8100.

U.N. investigator: Iraqi refusal
to sell oil for food causes hunger
GENEVA (AP) - Saddam Hussein’s refusal to
sell oil under U.N. supervision to buy food is causing
hundreds of thousands of
Iraqis to go hungry, a special
U.N. human rights investigator
said Monday.
Max van der Stoel, a former
Dutch foreign minister, also
harshl?, condemned the Iraqi
leader s "reign of terror" over
his people and condemned
army attacks on Marsh Arabs in
southern Iraq.
Van der Stoel rejected Bagh-

4

dad’s claim that U.N. sanctions
imposed after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990
were causing hunger in Iraq.
He noted the sanctions always
allowed for food and medicine
imports even though trade in
other commodities was prohibited.
"The government of Iraq
imposes a heavy punishment
on its own population by refusing to make use of the food-foroil formula," van der Stoel told
the 53-nation U.N. Human
Rights Commission.

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security guards/patrol officers
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(408) 2865860.
HIRING SUMMER MANAGEMENT
NOW! College Pro Painters,
established in 1971. Outlet
Manager positions available
in Northern California. Average
summer profit $8,000. Call
14300392-1386 for info.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone numbers or
addresses for additional
information. Clam/fled
readers should be reminded
that, when maldng these
hither contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully Investigate
firma offering employment
listings or coupons for
&scout vacations or
merchandise.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
to $2,000+/mo on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
& Full-time employment available.
No exp necessary. For info. call
1-208634-0468 ext. C6041.
AA CRUISE &TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big En + travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
summer seasons approaching.
Free student travel club membershipl Call (919)9294398 on. C181.
NATIONAL PARK SUMMER JOBS.
Over 25,000 openings) (Including
hotel staff, tour guides, etc.)
Benefits + bonuses! Apply
now for best positions. Call:
1-206545-4804 ext. N6041.

HOUSING

780 S. Lith STREET APTS. Large
2 bdrm./2 ha $695. $745. /mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to roomy & remodeled. Secured
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp. entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
$6./hour. Fremont. 510226-0505. TV. Ample parking. Call 2889157.
SECURITY- $7.00 TO $12.00 /SR
Security / Control Center / EMT’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
Full-time or Part-time.
Stec ktMew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
No experience Necessary.
Day shift starts: 6. 7 or 8 am.
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply: 8am 5pm, Mon. Vartuard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.

Paramilitary civil guards surrounded the plane on the runway while police negotiated by
radio from the control tower.
There were seven crew members and 123 passengers aboard
the flight, including the hijackers, Interior Ministry spokesman
Luis Peiro said.
An airport spokesman told
SER radio that the jet landed
without requesting clearance
from Alicante air traffic controllers.
Alicante is 80 miles south of
Valencia on the Mediterranean
coast, a short hop from the Algerian port of Oran.
The hijacking was the first of
an Air Algerie aircraft since
Islamic radicals launched a revolt
two years ago against the militarybacked Algerian junta. The rebellion was sparked by a coup that
robbed a fundamentalist Islamic
party of an imminent election
victory in the North African
country.

1.11D: $550 / STUDIO: $525.
Deposit $250. One week free!
Nice bldg. Walk to SJSU.
HMS: 997-8200 x335.
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
Be the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios,
one and two bedrooms from
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Perking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
406-292-5174.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
In landmark bldg. Huge windows,
mlniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. di disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry.
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persche OK. Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.

ROOM FOR RENT IN SUNNYVALE PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
Give yourself a healthy gift
Share new comb w/ OWflers. Wash
you can afford. 1 hr session.
& dryer, coded undergmd parking,
hot tub & swimming pool. Room
$25.0011
has own balcony, fully furnished.
Swedish or sports massage.
$390./me. Call Chip 736-0929.
Housecall also. Call Paul at
738-0929.
1920’S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT.
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard. YOUR UNCLE OWES YOU MONEY
Financially responsible, clean If Uncle Sam has a refund for you,
quiet & sober. Single occupancy. get it in time for SPRING BREAK by
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St. electronically filing your completed
Mike 292-3239.
federal tax return at Art Walls & Co.
For a low $60. you can get your
2 Bedroom Apertment 5750/mo. refund in as soon as 2 weeks.
Security type building
Call 280-5690 for your $$ now!
Secure Parking
Close In
50% DISCOUNT
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Enhance your natural beauty!
Laundry Room
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Expires June 1st, 1994.
(408) 295-6893.
408379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
621 E. Campbell Ave *17,
408-998-0300. Minutes from
Campbell, CA 95008.
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths. MEN & WOMEN. BARE IT ALL!
Ideal for students and room- PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
mates. Swimming pool, saunas, Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
weight room & club house. using chemicals. Let us permaQuality living at a reasonable nently remove your unwanted hair.
rate. 1750 Stokes St.
Back Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
SERVICES
1/2 price if made before June 30,
D(PERENCED EDITOR WIL POIJIII 1994. Hair Today Gone TOMOMNi,
your essay. report, proposal, 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
thesis. or letter till it shines! Your Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
success depends upon the quality
LEGAL SERVICES
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick.
Criminal Defense
510401.9554. VISA/MASTERDrunk Driving
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
Personal Injury
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
is now accepting students wishing
Slip & Fall injuries
to excel at guitar or bass. All
No fee if no recovery.
levels and styles apply. Beginning,
Intermediate, and advanced in
BEHZADI LAW OFRCES
jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk. 111 N. Market St. $3C6, San Jcee
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
Tel: 408971-3661.
408-2986124.

FREE SERVICES to currently $S BILLIONS available for your
enrolled students. CAREER education, all students qualify!
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT Free message (800)666-GRAD.
offers job listings, job search
assistance, job fairs, career WORD PROCESSING
counseling, interest testing,
CAL/ MARCIA 288-9448
career workshops, and career
for Word Processing Services
/employer info. Register for the
24 hour Job hotline. Visit BC13
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
or call 924-6033 for details.
APA Tunisian MLA
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Tables. Graphs, & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
Specialist. Confidential.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Your own probe or disposable.
Resumes/Cover Letters
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
!Monotone’ Students Welcome
2474486.
10 minutes from Campus!

SERVICES FINANCIAL
S HOME- BASED BUSINESS $
Hone cased businesses are
growing at an alarming rate.
Cash in on this money making
opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate industry.
’No gimmicks’. Learn how you
can earn as much as $50.000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRY! Please send $5.00.
for an informational packet, to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose. CA 95157-0325.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
"Term papers "Group projects
"Thesis "Letters "Applications
Reasnes *Tape transcription, etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE. 446-5858.
SANTA CLARA SECRET/ROL SEN.
(408) 984 2268 Near SCU.
Term Papers. Resumes. etc.

NAYWARDFREM3N741110N CffY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,
MLA. and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
Theses, term papers. group 7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
projects, resumes, letters, etc. Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick EXPERIENCED Word Processor.
return. Transcriptions available. Retired secretary. Let me do
Almaden / Branham area. the typing!! Resumes, term
Call Linda (408)2644504.
Papers. theses. etc. Grad
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED Laser printer. Fax machine.
Professional Word Processing! Nortary Public. Appointment
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing & necessary. Can Anna at
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters. 972-4992.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and Science and English papers/
grammatical editing. Free disc theses our specialty. Laser printstorage. At work guaranteed! Worry ing. Free spell check and storage.
free, dependable, and prompt APA, Turabian and other formats.
service. To avoid disappointment, Resumes, editing. graphics
call now to reserve your time! Call and other services available.
PAM 247 2681 (Sam-8pm). plus Masterson’s Word Processing.
Sirm Addltiond 10% Per Refervall CalPaul orWginia 408-251-0449.

CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of $$ in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tat,
into this valuable resource. I HATE TO TYPE!’""’
If this got your attention. gore yourCall now: 408-236-3747,
self a break. Let me do it for you!
St MONEY FOR COLLEGE St Pick up and delivery $1.00.
$135 million unclaimed! Resumes, term papers & theses.
Scholarship matching APA format. $2.00 per double
guaranteed! FREE informative spaced page / 5 00 minimum.
booklet! 24 hour recording! Cash only. Call Jule- 998-8354.
Call now! ’oil Free!
1(800) 434 6015 ext 1210.

ZITS PROFESSIONAL Expesimbe.
Typing & transcription fOr AU. your
needs including COLOR Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & sat.sfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects Contact Candi
at (408)369-8614

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

DOCIDEIDEI ICIODOEFIDOLJO7E171-1EOLJOI
1110MODEICEIDEDEDEIEMEFIDED 1[11-17LOO
EICIEJMOOMEDOEIOMODEJOHLJEL_FIDOMO
ODOODOODOECIEJEMFlOODI-11 IFF1HOLILIF1Dri
Ad Rides: 3-line
One
Day
3 lbws
$5
4 lines
$8
Nines
$7
4I Neves
$8
$1 for each additional

minimum
Two Three
Days
Days
$11
$7
$10
141
$11
$9
$12
$10
line

Name
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, site Morasses by $1 per dart.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
’ 3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

Adore,.

Please check /
your classification:

PTIone

Send check or money order 10
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jos., CL, 95192.0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Rentel. Hall. Room 209
El Deadline Two days before publication U All ads are prepaid
El Consecutive publicahons dates only 0 No refunds on cancelled ads
QUESTIONS? CALL 1408) 111S11-3277

Announcements
- Automotive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
_ Lost and Found
_ Services
Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
_ Word Processing
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1-800 -COLLECT

BOE3Th EbColliecT
tHelgot !P. \\\
Asi

The Art Quad
PLACE

WOW AVAILABLE

March 2 and 3, 8:00am - 4:00am
DATE

& TIME

11-800-COLLECT
Americab Inexpensive Way
To Call Somecae Collect!"

NOW AVAILABLE FOR V)ffiOMOKE

IUNI0f0, sEWIOKS Ec MD STUDENTS.

NO MATTER WirIERE
YOU ARE MERE YOU
ARE. COINCIDENTALLY SO ARE WE.
NO ANNUAL FEE HEY THERE’S REALLY NOTHING MORE WE (AN SAY.
LOW RATES THIS ISN’T RO(KET SOEN(E. WITH OUR NEW SmARTRATEs" rROGRAM
awn. on
VEST RATE (MIME RATE 4. 1.9%) ON ruKthAsil. ANDUNLIKE OTHER (ARDSOUR VEST RATE IS NOT
WST AN INTROOKTORY OFFER. USE YOUR DIS(OVEV (AR.) FOR AT LEAST #1,0 IN moms A
YEAR, MAKE TIMELY tAYNENTS AND YOU’LL (WINK. TO RE(ElVf. OUR. BEST RATE?
0 REAL MONEY BA(K WE (ALL THIS YOUR (ASHIA(K 50NuS‘r AWARD. EVERY ram% You MAKE.
(OuNTS TOWARD YOUR (ASH5A(K BONUS AWARD OF ur TO g% !AID YEARLY, EASED ON YOUR ANNUAL
LEVEL OF rukthAsEs.
ESTABLISH YOUR (KENT RATING I THROUGH RESrONSIILE USE. OF YOUR DIS(OVER (AR.)
6vILDIN4 THE (KENT HISTORY YOU’LL NEED LATER FOR (AR, HOME AND OTHER LOANS.

YOU’LL $E

WEITED AT
MILLION LO(ATIONS WITH NATIONWIDE AMITAN(E YOU’LL ENJOY THE (ONVENIEME
OF USING YOUR DIS(OVEA (AR) ON All MA)OR AIRLINES AND AT mA)OR HOTELS. AND AT THOUSANDS OF
OTHER LO(ATIONS iN(LuDING THE mr, muSKLAND AND TGI FRIDAY’SYOU’LL FIND EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO fA(K YOUR. IAGS AND HIT THE ROAD.
VALuEFINDERS’ OFFERS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, OIS(OVER (AROMEMIERS RE(EIVE EX(LUSIVE. DIS(OUNTS
ON GOODS AND SERVI(ES FROM DIS(OVE-lk (AR.) MER(HANTS.
2-5 DAY AME. ruin, ON MOMS l’AY YOUR ’,MOVER (ARO SALME IN full WITHIN 2-5 DAYS
Of THE BILLING DATE E.A(H MONTH AND NO INTEREST
WILL IL (HAR61.) TO YOUR A((OuNT.
vow db.
\mai

Per fti

l) .1

IF YOU DON’T GOT IT,
(TE:i IT.

U

0 UU

1ATTAt
NM
10TO(OrhY

MERE’S WriEKE rriv MK, SEAL AO 8AiL. t’OSTAGE It RhE

A IMPLICA TION:

rtATTAUf
i O1TE/O(Or1Y

imroicrAwr, To Assn’. TIMELY iloCESsING, ALL StAas nor JI. COmrLETELY FILLED our AND THE ArrLICATioN SIGNED
ILFOKL MAILING. ArrLKATIoN IS To SE. ComfLETED IN NAME of tERSoN IN WHO THE Aga/NT IS To 5E 011111.
DON’T fear TO ATTAth A rtforoCorY of rout STLIElir it OK PAID TUITION ;ILL folk THE COUNT SEmESTEL
ADKESS Dina You
WANT CAKD AND paw*
STATEHENT MAILED
sTuDfxr INFAMTION

)1’

9.0010 Ay Name ..eas. sod’, Weft, no
State

our telephone number at school

Permanent Home ’reecho

State

CoRege Same nO attreeationS. Skase:

Stare

’,Grad Student
:Other Sip.)

71Semor

.Junior

--Socnornore

Are you a
.Yes

S Ciao,
No

If No gse annhgrano Stoic

Zs

Arecouooebmn’nnhLS me

Name of Employer i0 currentry empeoyed
Employers Address

FINANCIAL / sLcuiciTY INFO

Zs

Sala

home or School Address it drfferent horn alone

Class

EntloYmEwr INFO

N7FS

8Iling address

C

Stare

Same Of San
Savings
Corners Maiden Sante Ttus .s tor secure) purposes
Address of Your per

%NATAL IcEquiRED

Personal Reference’,.

’Cu we at different address

ar Reference

State

Date

DON T FORGET TO ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OF STUDENT ID OR PAID TUITION

Argue
P8.55998.
;forkftazNat.
As of February 1.1994. your Annual Percentage Rate
s 14.9% for first yew: for each suosequent year your
Annual Percentage Rates determined by total
Purchases on prewous year 61.000 or more 149%
,Rest Rate). $500 to 5999 99 169% iletter Rater.
less than 6500 198% , Standard Rata f 18% for
sesa1ehts or NE NC and Vol.

Variable
Rate
Information
Your Annual Percentage Rate may any T%e rates delerm)ned rat each thlt.og
Penod by the Ifighest Prime Rate reported in The wail Street lourha4 on tne
lest business day Of the previous month plus a fixed amount or percentage points
as folicrws Initial year and Best Rate Pnme Rate pus 8 9 percentage pomts:
getter Rate Pnrne Rate plus 109 percentage points ibut not exceeding
Standard Rate). Standard Rate 198% erred the Pane Rate’s law tlian
1099 and Pon* Rate ;ars 99 percentage ants one, nn pry, sap. ,
10 9% or more 18% tor ressents of ME N,- ,1,1 A

Better and Best Rates has a 12.9% ananisn. and, fat mean% or ME, NC end NI, 18% Maleram. Feature to
make required parents warts you fnxn Better or Rest Rate to Standard Rats.
renal pacentegi rats for cash aclances, As or Fetruery 1.1984.19,8% Vas rate may toy, ).a., 19.8% elan
de Puna Res * boar then 10.8% and Parte Rale plus 8.9 parimlIM pals when the Pans Rae ts 10.9% or
mae: for mordents of ME, NC and 8., 18% Trevacom Fa Pete 01.y he ach can adierce. MOD at
tees 2.5% $500.0111:410130 -2.99.: $1.001.01 or mow 13%, ad a minima" of 92.00 NW no mama,
Late went ler $15 toe payment more then 10 day. crardua. Cher-theatelterat led legs.
I unOIPSISSIO this accounts only tor personal, family and household purPoses, n snot for buSinelf Or
commercial papaw The ’vacant, If roamed, may apply fora separate account. Finance charges mil not
emend those perated q law
A1.1 ACCOUNT MAW AND CHANGES DISCLOSED HEREIN ARE ACCURATE AS Of FEBRUARY, 1994, BUT ARE
SUBJECT TO CSMIGE. TO AND CUT WHAT MAY NAVE CHANGED AFTER THIS PRYING ()ATE, WRITE TO US AT
P.O. WO 15410, ValAINGTON, DE 198860320.
A comma lead wort may ba ordered In osnrecan with die goicaron, at subsequently an connectan wIn
SR updsla, wore or alanelat of aka LW your repast. 8%0110 Owned Maga or not a consumer
agency
cadll regret vas ceetrad, and Int *as, you MI be Stan the arm and address 01 9% comma
Pal kenlehal the nat. Oat DrecotereCal is *and by Orserrecod Tar Corradd, Weber.
01994 Greenwood Trutt Canary, Manta( FDIC

Btt t FOP THE CURRENT sEmEsTEP

eynjarru ON lia(19 PAPA,
WO It MEM 001_

11111.111M1
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I authorize Greenwood Trust Company to check toy credit record and yew, ,
oloyment and income references.
I understand that the information contained on the application may be shared A In Greenwood Trust Company’s corporate
affiliates. I agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Discover Cardmember Agreement which will be mailed to
me with my credit card. I understand that the agreement may be amended in the future.
X
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25 advs

I undestand that Cl nate creviousry eralred for and either have Noshed or am ea4)ng to recene my Dwyer
Card I shows not te18S8 at atta fin*
UNI018 111810003. lessleents at Nana Rey caged the nal Oesoiesioner of Inks ea Tula
wad. Write. *Ube of
cempereere IrdsarOce bileast Mee, dualm, loss we
=1-1.01. P.O. Ilse 10181, ealegeall, awe enet w ed
ONO IEBIESITS: The Ono )ees yaw docnnunatton reourre that at creators ,aoe mat equdt% available
to WI creditworthy custcrners. and that cyedn reporting rooms mans, separate tOtoda nietcees on Ow),
individual upon repast 101 990 Cue Rights Cornmemor adrmnrsters compliance wrth ONO 10).
WIIICON101 1111101ENTS) No ageement, court order, or Mager statement sarong to manta property mil
ge creditor is furnished wrth a
adereely effect coeditor’s ntsrests unleSS par to ge trne creams
of the &Nene pronson You must
=the agreement court order. or statement or has actual
akar the name and address of yOur spouse
Sousse s Nene
Semmes Address
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Use your Discover Card
where you see this sign.
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